
 

Year 3 Tasks W/C 04/05/20 (Offline) 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Daily activities 
 

Times table practice (write them out, get family members to check, make flash cards etc.). Create your own 30 minute 
workout and challenge your family to it! 

Reading  
 

A book of your choice for 30 mins. Either make up your own comprehension questions using the VIPERS grid attached 
and answer them, or get a family member to ask you some. 

English  
BBC Bitesize (from 4/5/20) 
Daily online lessons, with a dedicated 
TV channel, including podcasts and 
videos on iPlayer. 
These may also be accessed using the 
red button on the TV remote control. 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 

Extra challenge:  Fix the sentences on the English challenge card sheet. Don’t forget to use the correct punctuation!  

Can you improve the sentences further by including descriptive language? Prepositions? Extend the sentence with a conjunction? 

Spelling  
 

Work through your spelling booklet (one section a week). Use the techniques we have used in school to help you learn 
them. These techniques are attached.  

Write the words in a 
sentence. 

Look, say, cover, 
write, check 

Pyramid words 
Strategy of your 
choice 

Test 

Maths  
Decimals and tenths 
Use Abacus textbooks available 
from the reception during school 
hours. 

Year 3 Textbook 3: pg 12 
Ordering fractions. 

Year 3 Textbook 3: 
pg 80 
Tenths and 
equivalent fractions. 

Year 3 Textbook 2: pg 
23 
Identifying fractions on 
a number line. 

Year 3 Textbook 
2: pg 24 
Placing fractions 
on a number line. 

Year 3 Textbook 3: pg 82 
Finding tenths of 2- and 3- 
digit numbers. 

Extra challenge: See the equivalent fraction challenge card sheet (and answers!). The more stars the harder the challenge! 

Theme 
Geography: Mapping the world  
 

Science-Why are Bees 
attracted to flowers? 

Finish science Geography-time zones. Finish Geography Art-Choose different 
materials and create a 
picture of a flower (use 
bright colours so that a bee 
would be attracted to it! 



 

 

 

 



 

  


